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permanent valour. From his earliest years he showed a
general meanness of blood, inherited from many genera-
tions of starved, bekicked, and downtrodden forefathers and
mothers, resulting in a condition of intense abjectness in all
matters of personal fear; anybody, even a beggar, by &gowl
and a threat of eye, could send him off howling by anticipa-
tion, with that mighty tail between his legs. But it was not
always so to be, and I had the privilege of seeing courage,
reasonable, absolute, and for life, spring up in Toby at
once, as did Athene from the skull of Jove. It happened
thus:—
Toby was in the way of hiding his culinary bones in the
small gardens before his own and the neighbouring doors.
Mr. Scrymgeour, two doors off, a bulky, choleric, red-
haired, red-faced man—torvo vu/tu—was, by law of con-
trast, a great cultivator of flowers, and he had often scowled
' Toby into all but non-existence by a stamp of his foot and
a glare of his eye. One day his gate being open, in walks
Toby with a huge bone, and making a hole where Scrym-
geour had two minutes before been planting some precious
slip, the name of which on paper and on a stick Toby made
very light of, substituted his bone, and was engaged cover-
ing it, or thinking he was covering it up with his shovelling
nose (a very odd relic of paradise in the dog), when S.
spied him through the inner glass door, and was out upon
him like the Assyrian, with a terrificgowl. I watched them.
Instantly Toby made straight at him with a roar too, and an
eye more torve than Scrymgeour's, who, retreating without
reserve, fell prostrate, there is reason to believe, in his own
lobby. Toby contented himself with proclaiming his victory
at the door, and returning finished his bone-planting at his
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